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LKQ Online is listing a used exterior door handle paint color not guaranteed in good, working
condition. Some door handles may be painted fitment will say 'Body Color' , but we cannot
make any guarantees regarding paint colors. Please be prepared to repaint the door handle at
your own cost. No photos of the actual exterior door handle are available. A Stock photo
showing multiple exterior door handles from random vehicles has been used as a general
representation. This is NOT a manufacturer part number, and can be disregarded. This will fit:
Toyota Corolla assembly , door , Sdn, rear, R. You will only receive what is pictured unless
otherwise stated in the description. Please do not assume anything else will be included if it is
not pictured. All of the parts we sell are guaranteed to be in good working condition unless
otherwise noted. We ONLY guarantee the part s will fit the vehicle s listed in the description. If
your vehicle was not originally equipped with the EXACT part s listed, it is your responsibility to
consult a dealer to see if it will fit your application. Additional items may be needed if this is an
upgrade or custom installation. Please consult your local dealer for ALL other applications. We
do our best to prevent these issues from happening and apologize for any inconvenience it may
cause. Boxes - Check the ebay 'Shipping and Payments' tab for more info. PayPal Only Credit
Cards can be used through PayPal NO credit cards, cash, or any form of checks will be
accepted for example: certified, personal, or company checks. Tax - U. Residents Applicable
sales tax will be collected for all orders where it is required by law. Tax - Canada Residents Part
must be located in Canada Sales tax will be charged when parts are sold to customers in
Canada. Please check rates below. Due to heavy sales volume and limited staff, we are only able
to respond to questions related to orders. Unfortunately, we do not have the resources to
respond to fitment or other general questions. Please read our listings to hopefully find the
answers you are looking for. We hope you and your family are safe and healthy. Your location
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manufacturer part number, and can be disregarded. This will fit: Ford Fusion door , handle
assembly, rear, painted, L. Ford Fusion door , handle assembly, painted , rear, L. Lincoln Zephyr
door , handle assembly, painted , rear, L. Lincoln MKZ door , handle assembly, painted , rear, L.
Lincoln MKZ door , handle assembly, rear, painted, L. Mercury Milan door , handle assembly,
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rates below. Due to heavy sales volume and limited staff, we are only able to respond to
questions related to orders. Unfortunately, we do not have the resources to respond to fitment
or other general questions. Please read our listings to hopefully find the answers you are
looking for. We hope you and your family are safe and healthy. We understand heavy truck
repairs can be costly both in time and money. Our nationwide inventory of parts and integrated
system allows our team to get you the part you need in the shortest amount of time no matter
where you are. Find the best used, remanufactured, or new heavy-duty commercial truck parts
available. Let us help. Call us today or visit your nearest location. Call Today: We stand before
our product with a best in industry warranty to give you peace of mind in your purchase. Shop
our inventory today. Semi Truck Radiators, charge air Coolers, and condensers are available.
Select from the best new aftermarket radiator with our premium line of Platinum HD Cooling.
Designed to fit most major heavy trucks. Our commercial truck radiators include options for
Freightliner, Peterbilt, Volvo, and more. We know you want the best to protect that engine.
Select from new aftermarket, used, and select refurbished hoods. Whether you are looking for
an upgrade to a 13 or 18 speed or something to keep you on the road, LKQ Heavy Truck has the
best heavy truck transmissions available. Choose from trusted manufacturers, including Fuller,
Rockwell, Spicer, and Allison. Looking for a transmission rebuild or reconditioned? No problem.
We have great shops at many of our locations that specialize in rebuilding the best in
performance to help you get the most from your heavy truck. In order to do that, you need
quality truck parts at fair pricing. Parts and repairs can be costly and time-consuming, resulting
in frustrating downtime and sky-high bills. Nobody likes to deal with a broken down semi-truck
or incompatible parts. Dependable dispatch that accommodates your truck's productivity. Our
team has readily-available parts for major makes and models. Get repairs done right the first
time and discover the optimal part for your rig at the best possible price. Worried about your
truck part's performance? Don't be. Our parts go through multiple inspection touch points from
industry-experienced professionals to ensure the part selected will be the best for your trucking
needs. Also backed by our best in industry warranty , we stand behind our product. Fuller
Transmissions. Allison Transmission. Lansing, Illinois. Watseka, Illinois. Toledo, Ohio.
Stockton, California. Wykoff, Minnesota. Marshfield, Missouri. Athens, Georgia. Easton,
Maryland. Tampa, Florida. Billings, Montana. Spokane, Washington. Napavine, Washington.
Jackson, Mississippi. Henderson, Colorado. Orlando, Florida. Portland, Oregon. Necessary
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includes cookies that ensures basic functionalities and security features of the website. These
cookies do not store any personal information. Any cookies that may not be particularly
necessary for the website to function and is used specifically to collect user personal data via
analytics, ads, other embedded contents are termed as non-necessary cookies. It is mandatory
to procure user consent prior to running these cookies on your website. Heavy Duty Truck
Parts. Shop Engines. Shop Cooling. Semi Truck Hoods We know you want the best to protect
that engine. Shop Hoods. Shop Transmissions. Easy as 1, 2, 3. Call us to get started:. On Time
Delivery Dependable dispatch that accommodates your truck's productivity. Best Prices Get
repairs done right the first time and discover the optimal part for your rig at the best possible
price. Peace of Mind Worried about your truck part's performance? Brands We Carry. Founded
in , LKQ Heavy Truck began with a vision of becoming the greatest automotive recycling
business. Over decades of growth and service, leading players in the industry achieved this
vision by creating a respected, national network with a diversified portfolio of vehicles and
parts. LKQ buys heavy-duty vehicles, dismantles them for component pieces,and recycles or
resells truck parts in a conscious, professional manner. Nationwide Locations. To offer you a
better experience, this site uses profile cookies to understand user behavior. By continuing to
use this website, you are consenting to the use of cookies by this website. For more information
or to select your preferences, consult our Privacy Policy. Manage consent. Close Privacy
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